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History
Did you know square dancing is our national dance?

The roots of square dancing formed in the 1400’s in
Europe. As immigrants came to America, they brought
with them their dances. As settlers’ communities grew,
people of different backgrounds mingled and they were
introduced to one another’s dances. As the repertoire
grew, the dancers found it increasingly difficult to
remember the various movements. They were “prompted”
by the fiddler. In due course a “caller” evolved and created
a repertoire of sayings or “patter” that could be
interspersed with the cues for the dancers. As far as
performing the music was concerned, there was always
someone who could fiddle, play guitar or accordion.

As the 1900’s approached and America became more
urban, other dance forms became more fashionable and
square dancing went on a decline. However in the early
1920’s, Henry Ford (yes, the auto Mr. Ford), sought to
revive the dances of his youth and made dancing a part
of his New England restoration project. In the 1930’s with
the help of Lloyd Shaw, square dancing became more
modernized and by 1948 the hillbilly band with its fiddles
was replaced by modern combos. Callers began to use
public address systems.

In 1974, a group of callers from around the world
formed Callerlab. They created a list of square dance
calls that could be uniformly taught and understood
worldwide. Today there are sixty-six calls on the
mainstream list. About half of these calls are traditional,
the rest are innovations added in recent years. The music
today includes lots of variety such as country, techno or
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popular songs which the caller sings and calls. You can
dance anywhere such as schools or recreation centers or
attend local square dance classes.

Today this great form of recreation is enjoyed
throughout the nation by families and by young and old
alike. Square dancing is enthusiastically received
world-wide.
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Attire
Over the years, the look of the square dancers has

changed with times. The square dance dresses seen today
date back to the minuet, waltz and quadrille of the elegant
ballrooms of France and England.

The dress of the 17th & 18th centuries consisted of
full skirts with hoops underneath and coiffures that were
high. A century later the settlers wore long skirts with
starched petticoats and ankle length pantaloons
underneath. Following World War II, cotton skirts reached
to just above the ankles. By the 1950’s the squaw dress
was popular while the 1960’s saw rising hemlines worn
with petticoats and layered with nylon net. Border prints
were in vogue in the ‘70’s and skirt length was a matter
of personal choice. The 1980’s saw a return to fancier
dress with very full skirts and petticoats adorned with
rows of ruffles, lace and ribbon made with material that
required very little ironing.

Today the men wear long sleeve shirts or (fitted
western shirt), pants or jeans and boots or comfortable
shoes. Women may be as individual as they like in their
dress. However, many ladies wear skirts with petticoats,
denim western dresses, and prairie skirts, with belts, and
accessories to change the look of the outfits. Dance shoes
are available in many styles, but a shoe that “slides” is
preferred over a sole that sticks such as a rubber sole.
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Music
What is exciting about the music in Square Dancing

today is that is becoming more and more diverse. Almost
any 4/4 or 2/4 song that has a beat per minute of 128 is
a great tempo for dancing. The beat per minute (BPM) is
the amount of beats in a song in one minute. Even though
128 BPM is accepted as the general standard, the caller
can occasionally alter the tempo slower or faster
depending on the ability level of the dancers or the floor
surface.

When using recorded music instead of live musicians,
the usage of instrumental versions of the song is
recommended. This way the caller does not have to call
the cues over the lyrics and can call as slow or as fast as
desired. If using pre-recorded music with the Square
Dance vocal cues already recorded (instead of a live
caller), the dancers must practice the calls before putting
on the music.
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The Caller
The caller basically tells the dancers what to do. Since

the dancers are not dancing a memorized routine, they
rely on the caller’s choreographic abilities and clear voice
to make the dance smooth as well as challenging. A caller
is an entertainer. Square dancers like certain callers for a
variety of reasons. The caller may offer exceptional
creative and challenging choreography, a pleasing voice,
a great ability to make the dancers have fun or all of
these traits. The caller needs to know what calls can
work together and what calls don’t.

Square dance clubs hire callers based on how
enjoyable the caller makes the dance. There are regional,
state and national conventions that provide opportunity
for callers to be heard. Also, there are associations that
assist in training callers. Callers are required to bring
recorded music if a live band is not available.
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Let’s Get Started

(Basic Positions)
When the caller says “Square ‘em up”, it’s time to go

on the dance floor. Square dancing is done in groups of
eight (four couples) with the ladies standing on the right
side of the men (partner) creating a square. This formation
is called a set.

The couple with their backs to the caller or music is
Couple #1. Standing to the right of Couple #1 is Couple
#2. Standing to the right of Couple #2 is Couple #3 who
face Couple #1. Couple #4 stand to the right of Couple
#3 facing Couple #2.

The Head Couples are Couples #1 and #3. The Side
Couples are Couples #2 and #4. The Corner is the man
on the right of the lady and the lady on the left of the
man.

Opposite is the person directly across from you also
known as the facing couple. Clockwise (CW) is the
direction a clock moves and Counterclockwise (CCW)
is the opposite of CW.

If you were
the caller, you
would be
standing in
front of the
head couple,
Couple #1.

4

1

3 2
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Basic Calls
There are 66 standard, basic square dance calls

according to Callerlab’s Mainstream list. We will use 21
of them in this volume. Here is the list of all 66 calls
followed by five tips that are performed on the video
and called on the music CD that accompanies this guide.
A tip consists of the total number of dances called during
each piece of music.

1. Circle Family
a. Left
b. Right

2. Forward and Back
3. Dosado
4. Swing
5. Promenade Family

a. Couples (full, 1/2/3/4)
b. Single File

6. Allemande Family
a. Left
b. Left Arm Turn
c. Right Arm Turn

7. Right & Left Grand Family
a. Right and Left grand
b. Weave the Ring
c. Wrong Way Grand

8. Star Family
a. Left
b. Right

9. Star Promenade
10. Pass Thru
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11. Split the Outside Couple
12. Half Sashay Family

a. Half Sashay
b. Rollaway
c. Ladies in, Men sashay

13. Turn Back Family
a. U Turn Back
b. Men or Ladies Backtrack

14. Separate
15. Courtesy Turn
16. Ladies Chain Family

a. Two Ladies (regular and 3/4 )
b. Four Ladies (regular and 3/4 )
c. Chain Down the Line

17. Do Paso
18. Lead Right
19. Right and Left Thru
20. Grand Square
21. Star Thru
22. Circle to a Line
23. Bend the Line
24. All Around the Left Hand Lady
25. See Saw
26. Square Thru Family

a. Square Thru
b. Left Square Thru

27. California Twirl
28. Dive Thru
29. Wheel Around
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30. Thar Family
a. Allemande Thar
b. Wrong Way Thar

31. Shoot the Star
32. Slip the Clutch
33. Box the Gnat
34. Ocean Wave Family

a. Right Hand Wave
b. Left Hand Wave
c. Alamo Style Wave
d. Wave Balance

35. Pass the Ocean
36. Extend (1/4 Tag Only)
37. Swing Thru Family

a. Swing Thru
b. Alamo Swing Thru
c. Left Swing Thru

38. Run Family
a. Men
b. Ladies
c. Ends
d. Centers
e. Cross

39. Trade Family
a. Men
b. Ladies
c. Ends
d. Center
e. Couples
f. Partner
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40. Wheel and Deal Family
a. From Lines of Four
b. From Two-Faced Lines

41. Double Pass Thru
42. Zoom
43. Flutterwheel Family

a. Flutterwheel
b. Reverse Flutterwheel

44. Sweep a Quarter
45. Veer Family

a. Left
b. Right

46. Trade By
47. Touch 1/4
48. Circulate Family

a. Men
b. Ladies
c. All Eight
d. Ends
e. Centers
f. Couples
g. Box
h. Single File
i. Split

49. Ferris Wheel
50. Cloverleaf
51. Turn Thru
52. Eight Chain Thru
53. Pass to the Center
54. Spin the Top
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55. Centers In
56. Cast Off 3/4
57. Walk and Dodge
58. Slide Thru
59. Fold Family

a. Boys
b. Ladies
c. Ends
d. Centers
e. Cross

60. Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave
61. Spin Chain Thru
62. Tag Family

a. Tag the Line
b. Half Tag

63. Scoot Back
64. Fan the Top
65. Hinge Family

a. Couple
b. Single

66. Recycle (Waves Only)
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Calls Defined
The calls used in this guide and on the companion video and

music CD are described below. These calls are listed by popularity

rather than difficulty.

Circle to the Left – Dancers join hands to form a circle,
face slightly left as directed and move forward around
the circle as indicated.

Circle to the Right – Dancers join hands and face slightly
right as directed and move forward around the circle as
indicated.

Left Allemande – Dancers extend left arm to their corner
and take a forearm grip (fingertips near elbow) with the
ladies arm on top and men’s arm on the bottom. Turn
CCW in a small circle and return to original position
ending facing your partner.

Right and Left Thru – Facing (opposite) couples walk
forward toward each other, join right hands and pull the
o p p o s i t e
dancer by
passing right
s h o u l d e r s
ending on the
other side of
the square. A
Courtesy Turn
completes this
call.
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Right and Left Grand – Face partner and join right
hands. Walk past partner and extend left hand to the
next person. Pull each successive dancer by with
alternating hands. Continue this pattern until you either
reach your partner again or until you are directed to go
home when you meet your partner the second time.
Usually a promenade follows this call.

Promenade – A CCW walk with partner around the
entire square and back to original home position unless
otherwise directed to go half-way or 3/4 around the circle.
The men are on the inside of the circle with men’s right
shoulders next to ladies’ left shoulders. The handhold is
right-to-right and left-to-left with the right hand above
the left. At the end of the promenade the couple turns to
face the center of the set.

Single File Promenade – From Circle Left or Circle Right,
the dancers drop hands and turn to walk in a single file
in the direction they were moving. If just the ladies are
called to promenade, they step into the middle of the
square, turn right and walk single file around the center
of the square one revolution. Same for the men. Unless
otherwise directed, all promenades are CCW.
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Courtesy Turn – The man extends his left hand across
his body and takes the lady’s left hand and places his
right hand on the small of the lady’s back and gently
pushes with the right hand to turn the couple 180 degrees
to face the center of the set.

Ladies Chain – The ladies step into the middle of the
square and join right hands to form a right-hand star.
The hands can be over their heads touching fingertips,
or the hands can be shoulder height putting palms over
palms or by grabbing the skirts and touching the skirts
with the right hand. They walk CW as far around the
circle as directed by the caller, usually 1/2 or 3/4 . When
the ladies reach their destination, the men will Courtesy
Turn the ladies.

Two Ladies Chain – Same as Ladies’ Chain only with
two designated ladies instead of four.
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Men Star Right – Four men step into the middle of the
square and create a star with the hands by grasping the
wrist of the man in front. The men walk around the
square CW, always turning their star 360 degrees.

Men Star Left – Same as Men Star Right only walk CCW.

Dosado – Facing their partner, dancers walk towards
their partner and pass right shoulders. Without turning
around, each dancer moves to the right, passing back to
back and walk backwards passing left shoulders to return
to the starting position.

Right Arm Turn (Turn Partner by The Right) – Similar
to left allemande, but using right hand with partner. Upon
completion, dancers are usually facing their corner.

Backtrack – This always follows a single file promenade.
The identified dancers step outside of the set and walk
around in the opposite direction. The dancers not
designated to step out continue in their original direction.

Box the Gnat – Face opposite dancers. Using joined
right hands, the man moves his hand horizontally from
left to right turning the lady under her right arm 180
degrees. She steps into the man’s position as he walks
behind her to take her position. The men and ladies end
up changing positions.

Weave the Ring – The same pattern as a Right and Left
Grand only without the touching of hands.
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Swing – Facing partner with right hips together, the man’s
right hand is around the lady’s waist and the lady’s left
hand is on the man’s right shoulder. The lady’s right
hand is placed in the man’s left hand. Turn the partner
CW one revolution. The man then lifts his left hand and
twirls the lady under that hand. The couple ends side by
side. The ending direction depends on the next call. For
example, if the call is Circle to the left, the dancers end
facing inside the square. If the call is Promenade, dancers
end facing CCW.

Star Thru – Facing opposite partners, a lady and man
step forward and the man’s right hand is placed against
the lady’s left hand, palm to palm with fingers up to
make an arch. As the dancers move forward, the lady
performs a 1/4 turn left under the arch, while the man
does a 1/4 turn to the right moving behind the girl. The
couple ends side-by-side with the lady on the man’s right
side.

Pass Thru – Opposite couples walk past each other
with right shoulders passing and without turning. End
facing back to back.

California Twirl – Couples join hands (man’s right hand
to ladies’ left hand) and raise arms to form an arch. The
lady turns left under the arch while the man walks around
behind the lady in a clockwise direction. Upon
completion, the dancers have exchanged places and are
both facing in the opposite direction from which they
started.
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Beginning vs. Advanced Dancing
Several levels of Square Dancing exist in modern

dancing. These include the Beginning, Mainstream, Plus,
Advanced and Challenge levels. Of course, each level is
inclusive of the levels beneath it. Even at the high dance
level you will still hear Right and Left Thru and Left
Allemande. The speed in which the calls are heard is
also a factor. If you are a novice, you will notice that the
caller takes a long time before saying the next call. As
you gain more experience, the calls become faster and
there is less time between the calls.

What determines which level you are at? When you
are comfortable dancing the calls at one level, you may
confidently move on to the higher levels with more
complicated calls. There are no tests to determine your
level, just your ability. For example if a club dance
advertised a Plus level and you feel you are ready for the
challenge and speed, you may attend. It is disrespectful
for you to dance in levels that you are not ready for as it
hampers the performance of the other dancers attending.
There are classes you can take that usually run about
once a week for nine months.

Of course, the more calls you know, the more
complicated the dance. The challenge of Square Dancing
is that it is never the same. The caller has the ability to
alter the choreography to make the dancing more
entertaining.
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Calls Used in Tip #1

Music: “Shake It Up”

Bow to the Partner

Bow to the Corner

Circle to the Left

Circle to the Right

Left Allemande

Right and Left Grand

Promenade

Four Ladies Chain

Two Ladies Chain

Promenade 1/2

Four Ladies Chain 3/4

Right and Left Thru
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Vocals Used in Tip #1

Music: “Shake It Up”

“Everybody, let’s bow to the partner, turn around and
bow to the corner. Join 16 and circle to the left. Circle to
the left go around you know, circle to the left. And then
circle to the right and go, circle to the right. When you
get back home, everybody stop cause you’re at home.
Everybody face corner, left allemande with a corner. Come
back, do a right and left grand. Grand ol’ right and a left
get a weavin’ and a wanna go round that ring. Meet that
girl, promenade home, promenade the lady and take her
home. All four ladies chain straight across the ring, go
girls. 1 & 3, the ladies chain straight across, go ladies. 2
& 4, the ladies chain straight across, go girls. Couples 1
& 3 promenade half-way around the ring, walk into the
middle, do a right and left thru. Turn a little girl. 2 & 4
promenade half-way around. Walk in to the middle; do a
right and left thru, courtesy turn the girl. All four ladies
chain three-quarters, go girls. Just 1 & 3 ladies chain
straight across. 2 & 4 ladies chain straight across. Four
ladies chain 3/4, go girls. Everybody 16 circle to the right,
circle to the right around you now. Gotta keep ‘em on
their toes. Circle to the left everybody, circle to the left.
Find your corner, left allemande the corner and come
back and do a right and left grand. Grand ol’ right and a
left, meet her, keep her, promenade home. Couples 1 &
3 promenade half-way around. Couples 2 & 4 do a right
and left thru. This time 2 & 4 promenade half-way around
while 1 & 3 do a right and left thru. Thru the girl.
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Everybody face your corner. Left allemande the corner,
come back and it’s a right and left grand. Grand ol’ right
and left. Well take her back home, promenade your girl.
Everybody bow to the partner, turn around and bow to
the corner. Nice job everybody. Good dancing.”
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Calls Used in Tip #2

Music: “Two Times”

Bow to the Partner

Bow to the Corner

Four Men Star Right

Left Allemande

Weave the Ring

Dosado

Promenade

Promenade 1/2

Right and Left Thru

Circle to the Right

Circle to the Left

Left Allemande

Dosado

Four Men Star Left

Right Arm Turn

Four Ladies Chain

Four Men Star Left
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Vocals Used in Tip #2

Music: “Two Times”

“Everybody let’s bow to the partner. Turn around and
bow to the corner. Join 16, circle to the left and go ‘round
the ring, circle to the left. Four boys star by the right
hand; go guys. Look to the corner, left allemande,
everybody do a weave the ring. Find your partner, dosado
with a pretty little girl; everybody promenade one time
all the way; take her back home. Here we go, 1 & 3
promenade half-way around the ring, go. Walk into the
middle, do a right and left thru; turn the girl. Couples 2
& 4 promenade half-way around the ring, walk in to the
middle, do a right and left thru, turn a little lady. Careful,
everybody, join hands and circle to the right, circle to
the right, get a walk around the ring, go. Now circle to
the left and then, circle to the left you know. Find your
corner everybody, left allemande. With your partner, do
the dosado. Four boys star by the left hand, go guys; all
the way around. Turn your partner right. Look for the
corner left allemande the corner and a right and left grand.
Grand right and a left you know weavin’ and a wanna
get a walk around the ring, go. When you meet that girl,
promenade and take her back home. Couples 1 & 3
promenade half-way around. Well, you walk in to the
middle and do a right and left thru. Couples 2 & 4
promenade half-way around the ring. Walk into the
middle and do a right and left thru. Turn a little lady.
Four ladies chain girls straight across, let’s dance with a
brand new girl. Everybody join hands, circle to the left,
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circle to the left, go ‘round. With your corner, left
allemande the corner. Everybody do a dosado with the
partner. Four boys star by the left; go boys. Turn your
partner by the right; make sure you get the right girl. Left
allemande the corner; everybody promenade with a brand
new girl. Wanna take her back home and then, here we
go. Four ladies chain straight across and get her back
home. (Repeat from the beginning excluding the bows
to the partner). Bow to your partner, turn around, bow
to the corners, too. Nice job everybody. Very good.”
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Calls Used in Tip #3

Music “Cotton Eyed Joe”

Bow to the Partner

Bow to the Corner

Circle to the Right

Promenade Single File

Backtrack

Box the Gnat

Right and Left Grand

Promenade

Promenade 1/2

Right and Left Thru

Circle to the Left

Four Men Star Right

Left Allemande

Weave the ring

Swing
Right Arm Turn
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Vocals Used in Tip #3

Music  “Cotton Eyed Joe”

“Everybody let’s bow to the partner, and turn and
bow to the corner, too. Join hands everybody and circle
to the left, go ‘round. Everybody circle to the right. Circle
to the right you know. Drop your hands, walk single file,
go everybody. Four boys backtrack, boys go the other
way. Find your partner with the right hand; do a box the
gnat with a partner. Everybody get a right and left grand,
go; grand ol’ right and a left get a weavin’ and a wanna
go ‘round. Promenade a baby take her back home, oh
yeah. When you get there, couples 1 & 3 promenade
half-way around the ring, go. 2 & 4 do a right and left
thru. Turn a little girl. Everybody join hands and circle to
the left. Circle to the left, go ‘round, and then four boys
star by the right; go guys. Look for your corner, left
allemande with the corner, now weave the ring. Go. Well
take that lady back home when you meet that girl. Couples
1 & 3 promenade half-way around the ring. Walk in to
the middle, do a right and left thru. Turn a little girl, you
know. 2 & 4 promenade half-way around the ring. You
walk into the middle, you get a right and left thru. Turn
a little girl. Four ladies promenade in the middle of the
ring, go girls. When you get back home, swing your
partner. Swing that boy high and low. Join 16 hands
everybody, circle to the right, circle to the right. Drop
your hands; walk single file, Indian style. Four ladies
backtrack, go girls step out and go the other way, find
your partner. Box the gnat with your partner. Pull your
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partner to the corner, left allemande in the corner. Do a
dosado with the partner. Four boys star by the left hand,
go boys in the middle. With a right hand, turn your partner
by the right, to the corner left allemande with the corner.
Rear back, do a right and left grand. Grand ol’ right and
a left you know. Hey, hey get a walk, walk, walk, around
the ring. Promenade all the way around you know,
promenade. Four boys promenade in the middle of the
ring, go boys, in the middle you know. Get back home
and swing your partner. All right from the top, here we
go. (Repeat from the beginning excluding the bows). All
nicely done everybody; bow to the partner, turn around
and bow to the corners, too. You did real well everybody.
Nice job.”
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Calls Used in Tip #4

Music “Techno Blue”

Bow to the partner

Bow to the corner

Left Allemande

Dosado

Four Men Star Left

Right Arm Turn

Right and Left Grand

Promenade

Promenade 1/2

Star Thru

Pass Thru

Forward and Back (Up to the Middle)

Right and Left Thru

Ladies Chain

California Twirl

Weave the Ring

See Forward and Back (Up to the Middle)

Circle to the Right

Right Arm Turn

Box the Gnat
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Vocals Used in Tip #4

 Music “Techno Blue”

“Everybody let’s bow to the partner. Turn around and
bow to the corner. Do a left allemande with the corner.
Everybody do a dosado with the partner. Four boys star
by the left, go boys. Turn your partner by the right hand,
to the corner, left allemande the corner; do a right and
left grand. Go! When you meet your partner, promenade
home. All right here’s where it gets interesting. 1 & 3
promenade half-way around the ring. Listen closely, come
down the middle and star thru. Center couples pass thru
so your looking at somebody. Do a dosado with that
person. Everybody star thru, ya got lines, up to the middle
and bring it on back. Everybody right and left thru. And
the ladies chain straight across; courtesy turn the girl.
Chain straight back home. When you’re done, do a right
and left thru; turn a little girl; pass thru; California twirl;
now star thru. Looking at your corner, left allemande
with the corner. Everybody weave the ring. Meet her,
keep her, promenade home. Go! Couples 2 & 4
promenade half-way around the ring. Couples 1 & 3 star
thru in the middle; pass thru; everybody do a dosado.
Still looking at her? Star thru, lines move up to the middle
and back. Everybody dosado. Right and left thru; star
thru; where’s that girl? Everybody left allemande with
the corner. Everybody to a right and left grand, go! When
you’re finished, everybody’s home. Lookin’ fine. From
here, join hands, circle, careful, to the right everybody.
Circle to the right, drop your hands; walk single file.
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Four boys backtrack, boys. Find your partner, careful,
star thru, join hands, circle to the left. Left allemande
with the corner. Everybody do a dosado with the partner.
All four boys star by the left hand; go boys. Turn your
partner right hand and left allemande your corner. Box
the gnat with your partner; pull her by, left allemande
with the corner. Everybody with a right and left grand,
go. When you meet her promenade home. Couples 2 &
4 star thru, pass thru. Careful, right and left thru; courtesy
turn the girl. Star thru; ya got lines move up to the middle
and back. Everybody right and left thru. Ladies chain
straight across, go girls; chain those ladies straight back
home. When you’re finished, star thru; everybody pass
thru; in the middle star thru; right and left thru; and then
do a pass thru. Everybody in the room California twirl.
All right, we’re home.
(Repeat from the beginning excluding the bows). Bow
to your partner; turn around bow to your corner. Nice
job everybody.”
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Calls Used in Tip #5

Music “What A Wonderful World”

Circle to the Left

Left Allemande

Right Arm Turn

Weave the Ring

Swing

Promenade

Promenade 1/2

Pass Thru

Dosado

Star Thru

Forward and Back (Move Up to the Middle)

Right and Left Thru

California Twirl

Right Arm Turn
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Vocals Used in Tip #5

Music “What A Wonderful World”

“Circle to the left, go.

Don’t know much about history. Don’t know much
biology.

Left allemande, turn your partner right, back to the corner
allemande left and weave the ring, go.

But I do know one and one is two.

When you find your girl, swing and promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

1 & 3 promenade half-way, you know, walk into the
middle and star thru. Center couples pass thru, dosado.
When you’re there star thru lines, move up to the middle
and back. Everybody do a right and left thru, star thru,
swing that corner, all promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

1 & 3 promenade, half-way you know. Walk into the
middle and star thru. In the middle you pass thru, dosado,
everybody star thru. Lines, move to the middle and back.
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You pass thru, California twirl, star thru, swing and
promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

Circle to the left.

I don’t claim to be an A student, but I’m tryin’ to be.

Left allemande your corner, turn your partner by the right,
go. Back to the corner, left allemande, weave the ring,
go.

But I do know one and one is two.

When you find your girl, swing and promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

Here’s where the sides promenade, halfway you know,
walk into the middle and star thru. Centers pass thru,
dosado, when you’re there star thru. Lines you move up
to the middle and back; do a right and left thru, turn a
little girl and then everybody; when you’re done star
thru; swing your corner; all promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

Now promenade sides half-way, you know. Walk into
the middle and star thru. Center couples pass thru, dosado;
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everybody star thru, lines move up to the middle and
back; everybody pass thru; California twirl; when you’re
there star thru. Swing your corner one time.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

Circle to the left.

Don’t know much about a science book, don’t know
much about the French I took.

Left allemande your corner; turn your partner by the
right, back to the corner, allemande left and weave the
ring, go.

But I do know that I love you.

When you find your girl swing and promenade.

What a wonderful world this would be. What a wonderful
world this would be.

Good job everybody.”
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For The Very Young Ones

Scattered Square Dancing
Here’s a great idea if you are working with very young

students that are seven years old and younger and want
to introduce them to Square Dancing.

Be sure you have adequate space as the group will
be scattered throughout the dance floor and will be
dancing solo or with a partner or changing partners. The
instrumental version of a song is played during the class
as the teacher calls the following calls in any order.

The teacher begins by saying, “OK, everybody, hit
the lonesome trail!” The students should begin walking
by themselves around the room. Then the teacher may
call the following calls in any random order. Always, “hit
the lonesome trail” in between each call. Wait for everyone
to do the call correctly before calling the next one. Have
a designated
place to get a
partner and call
it “Lost and
Found”. Have
students change
partners often.
Once they have
mastered these
calls, have them
create their own
calls.
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Turn One Alone – Student turns around themselves.

Honor A Partner – Face a partner and bow or curtsey
.
Do the Corral – Stop in place and stomp, clap, stomp
clap until next call.

Lasso – Stop in place and stomp foot, then circle one
hand overhead at the same time.

Promenade – Join hands with another person and walk
around the room in a CCW circle.

Tumbleweed – Sit and spin on the floor.

Dosado – Face partner and pass right shoulders, then
pass back to back and return to original position.

See Saw – Face a partner and pass left shoulders.
Opposite of a Dosado.

Snake Behind – Call one student’s name and the other
students follow behind the identified person and place
their hands on the hips of those in front of them.

Cyclone – Turn around twice and continue walking.

Circle Up Two – Join both hands with a partner and
turn in a circle together.

Circle Up All – Everybody joins hands and walks in a
circle to the right.
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Do the Wave – While in a Circle Up All one person
bends forward from the waist, then comes up, the next
person repeats, etc. and continue in a ripple effect.

London Bridge – Two people form an arch with their
hands held high in the air, all others find a partner and
couples go under the arch and then continue on the
Lonesome Trail.

Tunnel – Create London Bridge, however, instead of
going to the Lonesome Trail, each partner forms an arch
next to the head couple so all must go thru and form an
arch to make a long tunnel.

Elbow Turn – Hook either left or right elbows and turn
in a circle.

Horse & Jockey – Partners stand one behind the other
with the back person’s hands on the front person’s
shoulders and gallop around the room.

Change Jockeys – The partners change positions (front
person goes to back).

Star – By calling either left or right, four students come
together and put correct hand in center of circle, one
palm on top of the other and walk around the circle in
the proper direction.
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Resources
For more information regarding square dance classes,
conventions, clothes, products, terminology, websites and
other books and music contact:

Pat Carnathan
4481 Mt. Henry Ave

San Diego, CA 92117-4709
Phone: 858-292-4626
Fax: 858-292-8454

For more information of other forms of dance, videos,
music, books, props, sound systems and floors contact:

Christy Lane Enterprises
P.O. Box 4040

Palm Springs, CA 92263-4040
Phone: 800-555-0205
Fax: 800-555-0206

WEBSITE: www.christylane.com
EMAIL: christy@christylane.com

Copyright 2001 Christy Lane Enterprises. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part without

written permission of copyright owner is prohibited.
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